Barcelona, 17 October 2018

ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS

Negotiated procedure without publication: Hosting for Web Applications (2019-2021) - 01 - PRO207LAD-2018

With reference to the above-mentioned negotiated procedure without publication, please find below the answers to the questions posed by the interested companies:

REQUEST FOR CLARIFICATIONS Nr. 1 (dated Wed 10/10/2018 17:04)

**Question 1:** In the scope of service (4.1) specifies the hosting must include four servers and gives the detailed hardware specifications like hard drive types, processor vendor, number of cores, etc. But later, in the 4.2 says “The solution could be cloud services, shared or dedicated hosting services, or managed hosting services” so it is possible to provide these four servers in virtual mode using our own infrastructure or you want 4 dedicate hardware servers for your own use?

**Answer:** The service can be provided through virtual servers, provided that they comply with the required technical requirements. You may add the following sentence if it is correct from a juridical point of view of the Tender: Dedicated hosting is recommended.

**Question 2:** We must provide the Windows Server license?

**Answer:** Yes, Windows Server Licence for the 4 Servers should be provided.